
Bitgold bulk sale policy

Openverse validator plan

Openverse Team, global@openverse.network

Dear partner:

We are the official operations team of Openverse Network. This letter invites you or your company to

provide us with some support and assistance. Especially inviting you to bulk purchase our Bitgold and participate

in our validator node construction.

Openverse Introduction and positioning:

Openverse is a layer0 network based on blockchain technology. The most important ability is to realize

"Value(Tokens/NFTs/Messages) transmission is just as simple as sending email" between the different metaverses

and blockchains. Our main niche market is the issuance, payment, and trading of constant currency. The

combination of Bitgold and Bitcurrencies will truly realize the peer-to-peer currency theory of Bitcoin.

More: https://www.openverse.network

Openverse Technology and Consensus:

The main technology of Openverse comes from open-source programs of Sonala and COSMOS. The block

cycle is 0.45 seconds, TPS is 100000 level, and the main network will be launched this month. We will develop

zero knowledge proof and privacy computing capabilities in future versions, and support EVM through extensions.

Openverse adopts DPOS mechanism and verification node mechanism, with a total of 100 online nodes, including:

10 team validators

20 foundation validators

30 public validators

40 sovereign state validators(reserved)

Openverse Native Coin, Bitgold:

Bitgold is the main currency of Openverse, which can be used as a GAS fee for network wide transactions,

as a pledge right for node DPOS, and as a base asset for Bitcoin and an OpenSwap trading medium. The total

circulation of Bitgold is 200 million, with a constant number and no additional issuance, mainly allocated to:

Team allocation: 10 million Bitgolds, linearly released over 20 years after the main network goes online for

10 years.

Foundation reserve: 20 million Bitgolds, linearly released over 20 years after the main network goes online

for 10 years.

public IDO: 30 million Bitgolds, unlocked immediately through IDO

National Reserve: 40 million Bitgolds, unlocked immediately upon purchase by the country

https://www.openverse.network


DPOS mining output: 100 million Bitgolds, 32 years, with a decay rate of 0.618 every four years

Openverse Validators plan：

Openverse adopts the DPOS consensus mechanism, with blocks generated by 100 active nodes. In the initial

stage, we created 10 team nodes, 20 foundation nodes, 30 public nodes, and reserved 40 sovereign state nodes.

We launched IDO in April 2024 and launched the plan to build public nodes. We will allocate 30 million

Bitgold pieces to correspond to 30 nodes, with 1 million pieces per node. We are seeking your support. You can

donate digital assets and we will use Bitgold as a reward. The Bitgold you have obtained is fully released and can

be transferred in the wallet or pledged on the chain to continue producing Bitgold. Our pledged output annualized

return starts at 60% and gradually decreases.

Openverse IDO bulk sale policy:

When you purchase 10K to 100K Bitgolds, you will need to pay 90% of the IDO real-time price for the

Bitgold.

When you purchase Bitgold of 100K to 1 million, the Bitgold price you need to pay is 85% of the IDO

real-time price.

Openverse validator handling process：

1. Contact us via email to reach consensus on the validator node;

2. Select server provider:

(1) Self owned servers: Purchase suitable servers by yourself;

(2) Purchasing servers on behalf of the Openverse team: purchasing suitable servers;

3. Determine the quantity, with a minimum of 100000 Bitgolds, and make payment;

4. Our team collaborates to complete the program launch work; You need to set the proxy pledge ratio for

your node (commission ratio can be set to collect the mining output of the principal at this ratio);

5. Regularly monitor and provide operation and maintenance services.

Finally:

When we complete the construction of 30 public nodes, we will launch a well-known exchange listing plan,

with an expected issuance price of 5 USDT/Bitgold.

We welcome you to provide more services, including but not limited to: investing in Bitgolds, investing in

nodes, providing media services, and exchange listing.

Welcome to support the development of our project, thank you.

Yours, Sincerely, With best wishes

Openverse Team

global@openverse.network
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